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Scene 1 - Black Box Stage. 2 Sets of Chairs and Tables on
either side of the stage. A Full length Empty Mirror Frame is
Downstage.

(Each Actor walks to the front in turn and speaks into the
mirror, "practicing" their lines)

Harrison:

Hello. I'm Harrison. Nice to meet you I've been
really excited to see you in the flesh. I mean,
to meet you. No

Megan:

Hi, I'm Megan. I'm absolutely delighted to meet
you. Am I? Am I really delighted?

Matt:

Hey there gorgeous. I'm Matt. You knew that
already though didn't you? I LOVE your eyes!

Tash:

Hi.

Tash.

My Name's Tash.

Yes.

No.

Logan:

Well Hello. I'm Logan, from the Internet. Well.
No, not from the Internet. That's not a place.
You know what I mean? Oh
god.

Daisy:

HI THERE! I'm Daisy! Yes! Have you been hear
long, waiting, for me, I mean, to meet me. I
mean (Pause. She sighs)

Alex:

Hellooooo!

I'm Alex

Aoife:

Hi, I’m Aoife….STOP LOOKING AT ME!!

Serena:

Hello, I’m Serena….the answer to all of your
awkward questions (Looks embarrassed)

Beth:

Hi. Beth? I mean. I'm Beth, you're not Beth.
You must be (pause) Oh Kill me now!

Faith:

(Staring in a creepy way)
pause, still staring) No.
killer

Olivia:

(Loudly) You Alright?
Not "Liv"
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I'm Faith. (Long
I look like a serial

Yeah?

I'm Olivia...NO!

Chiara:

(Shyly) Hi.
(Pause) No.

Ashley:

You must be (Offering a handshake) Oh it's not a
business meeting, why am I offering my hand.
Ashley. I'm Ashley. Sorry

Matthew:

A Very good evening to you. I'm Matthew!
Delighted to make your acquaintance! (Puts his
head in his hands)

Liam:
Leo:

Hi.

Hello.

No.

Hi.

Alright?

No.

Yo!

(Stern and serious) Hello.
stage position)

(Leo Sits opposite Chiara.

Hi.

No.

HI.

Oh Christ.

No

I'm Liam

Leo (Moves to a

Beth is sitting Opposite Matt)

Leo:

Let me get this straight from the outset. I
like a girl with Good, strong, Firm...(Leaves.
Replaced with Ashley)

Beth:

...Commitment! Is Commitment an issue for you?
(Leaves and is replaced by Logan)

Chiara:

It's Fairly clear what you are looking for.
on the other hand, only like men who...

Matt:

Ashley:

I,

Tie me down? I've not met the girl who can tame
this beast! (Matt leaves to be replaced by
Megan)

(Offers hand for a handshake) Hello. I'm
Ashley (Chiara Gets up and leaves shaking her
head, to be replaced by Daisy)
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Logan:

(Laughing) BEAST? Don't make me laugh! (Leaves
to be replaced by Liam)

Daisy:

So, Ashley. Tell me about yourself. Do you
have any......(Leaves to be replaced by Olivia)

Megan:

(Reading from the menu) Pork Balls. I'll have
those as well. (Leaves to be replaced by Faith)

Ashley:

I can't do this (He runs away.
Harrison)

Replaced by

Faith:

So your profile said that your sister was a
....(Faith Leaves)

Harrison:

Large poached Trout (pause) With the steamed
vegetables please (Leaves to be replaced by
Matthew)

Liam:

I'd rather we didn't talk about my family, they
have all the appeal of a.....(Liam leaves and is
replaced with Alex)

Olivia:

.....Discarded fingerbowl. Why can't these
waiters tidy up? (Leaves and is replaced with
Tash)

Alex:

Hello?

Matthew:

Hello young Lady, you must be Trish?
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Tash:

Tash! (Leaves)

(Alex gets up and leaves.

Matthew gets up and leaves)

Scene 2 – One side of Stage the Girls Room. Other Side of Stage
the Boys Room. They are getting ready for a night out. Boys
are playing Girls and Vice Versa

("Girls" are doing their make up in the mirror)

Leo:

Does this lipstick make me look tarty Trace?

Ashley:

No Trace, you look lush

Harrison:

Where'd you get it from Trace?

Matthew:

Looks like Top Shop Trace

Alex:

Perfect

Logan:

OH NO!

Liam:

Here's some concealer babe

I've got a massive spot!
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Leo:

Logan:

Ashley:

(Quietly) Hope you've got a big enough bottle
to conceal her face

What was that?

She said she needs to tidy this room it's all
over the place

Harrison:

Does my Arse look too big in this?

Matt:

It can NEVER look too big Trace.

Work it babes

(They all turn and wiggle their backsides at the imaginary
mirrors and Freeze)

("Boys" are getting ready)

Chiara:

I am WELL UP FOR IT tonight Dave!

Daisy:

Me too Dave!

Aoife:

CANNOT WAIT!

Serena:

BEEEER!!!

Olivia:

(To Beth) Got any deodorant Dave?

Beth:

Yeah I have as it happens Dave

Well up for it
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Olivia:

(He laughs.

Why don't you use some then!

They all join in)

Tash:

D'ya think Trace will be there tonight?

Megan:

Yeah and she's going to GET IT!

(Pause)

Faith:

(He laughs.

Chiara:

What?

Chlamydia ?

They all join in)

GOOD ONE DAVE!!!

More Beer?

(They all chant Lads Lads Lads and then freeze with a can each
and Freeze)

("Girls" are doing their make up in the mirror)

Leo:

Is Dave going tonight Trace?

Ashley:

Dave is ALWAYS there Trace!
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Harrison:

He is FIT!

Matthew:

Fit

Alex:

Fit!

Logan:

Fit!

Liam:

Fit!

Matt:

Dreamy

Leo:

(To Matt)

Matt:

Yeah!

Leo:

You wearing that tonight Trace?

Why do you ask Trace?

No, no reason, it's well nice.
thighs

Accentuates your

Matt:

Thanks Babes

Ashley:

You wore it last week didn't you?

Harrison:

She did!
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Matthew:

Worked though didn't it?

Alex:

It did!

Logan:

What?

Liam:

She pulled Dave didn't she?

Logan:

What?

Leo:

I know right!

Matt:

Her?

No accounting for taste!

Oi. He just appreciates a bit of class that's
all! (She smells her armpits) Oh Christ that's
minging

(The "Girls" Freeze)

(The "Boys" Unfreeze. They are all looking at their hair in the
mirror. Chiara scratches "Himself" Sniffs his fingers pulls a
face and carries on. The others all look at each other
disgusted. They then all do the same)
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